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Chapter 1191: fierce battle (middle) 

What was going on? 

Seeing that the seal in Safilos’hand was dismantled, the energy gathered around him collapsed instantly. 

Bogus’eyes were wide open! 

“How is this possible?”Vera stepped back slightly, obviously not understanding the situation. 

It was not that she did not understand the ability of arcanists to dismantle the seal of races, but wasn’t it 

a bit too exaggerated to be able to dismantle the seal of races? 

Arcanists were able to disassemble everything in theory, but it was not easy to disassemble it, okay? 

Most of the occult spells of a race were the result of ten or a hundred generations of accumulation. 

Some of the occult spells of a large race were the result of the hard work of tens of thousands of 

generations of descendants, not to mention super large races like the fallen angels! 

 

As a fallen angel, she knew very well how complicated the seal of fallen angels was. It was a occult spell 

that had been continuously improved by the race for hundreds of millions of eras. Moreover, as the 

great powers of the race were outstanding, it would be constantly updated and accumulated until 

today, the seal of Fallen Angels was already an incomparably huge project! 

According to what she knew, among the 12 fallen angel clans, there were more than 170 million types of 

top-tier seals. Each large clan could only choose a few of them to be engraved into their genes to 

become a secret technique for children to awaken, even the royal clan that Safilos belonged to could 

only inscribe up to a hundred types of seals at most. Moreover, the seals engraved by each of their 

descendants were different. The energy circuits were simply worlds apart. 

It was not an exaggeration to say that any one of the fallen angels’secret imprints would take an entire 

era for an ordinary star master to break down. To say that they could be broken down at the last minute 

was simply nonsense! 

If it was so easy to be broken down, wouldn’t the Arcanists in this world be invincible? 

That was what Vela thought, and SAFILOS, who had been broken down, thought as well. He did not 

believe that an arcanist could break down a large family’s imprint in an instant. Not to mention that the 

arcanist was Andrew, even if it was Queen XI.., safilos didn’t believe that she could do it! 

“You stole the secret skill of my fallen angels?”Safilos looked at the other side with a gloomy face. 

Hearing that, Villafa was stunned. Could the secret skill of fallen angels be stolen? 

The Abyss was a relatively closed area to the outside world, especially the upper three levels. Moreover, 

the fallen angels rarely showed up in the past, and even the basic drawing of the fallen angels in the 

outside world was not very accurate. Such a powerful force.., would a mysterious large clan be able to 

have their secret arts stolen? 



Andrew looked at Safilos and nodded slightly. “Not a bad seedling. 94 million year-rings, level six star 

level. Even in the most brilliant era of the fallen angels, the era of the Seven Kings, you are still a 

seedling that can compete for the throne…” 

Safilos’pupils shrank slightly when he heard that. This guy actually knew about the era of the Seven 

Kings? 

That was the ancient era before the Abyss entered the federation. Records and secret histories, ancient 

secret troves that only star-ranked angels could read. In those historical records, there were many 

records and inheritances of the lives of the ancient angels, the qualified juniors could choose which of 

the seniors left behind the genes according to the historical records. 

And in the numerous histories, the experts of the era of the seven kings were known as the strongest 

generation of fallen angels. At that time, the three races of the Abyss were separated, the Fallen Angels 

on the third level were even qualified to compete with the Sky Demons on the second level and the 

abyss demons on the first level! 

After countless eras, there were only a handful of juniors who could read the history of the Seven Kings 

and apply for the Seven Kings’genes. He was one of them, and he barely qualified a while ago. 

This kind of secret should only be known by the top elders or extremely outstanding juniors. How could 

Andrew, a foreigner, know so much? 

The Fallen Angels were not a race that would open up history to the public! 

“How do you know this?”Safilos asked gloomily. 

“Why?”Andrew looked at the other party and did not seem to be in a hurry. He looked around with 

some emotion and then said slowly, “Of course it’s because I’ve lived for a long time…” 

“Lived for a long time?” 

This answer made the demons stunned. 

“There are no secrets in this world that can be kept forever… <per_0> . “Andrew pointed to the sky and 

the Earth with a smile. “Just like the Hidden Moon Elf, the clues left in the universe are no different from 

a grain of sand in the universe, but haven’t they been found? If you take the time, even the tiniest speck 

of dust, will be found… “… “…” 

Everyone:”…” 

“Then you’re quite lucky!”Safilos sneered as he looked at Safilos. “I just happened to spend some time 

studying this mark on my body, but unfortunately…” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the flames of the surrounding area suddenly let out a strange light cry, 

and the pure fire element molecules of the area began to rapidly decompose. After decomposing, these 

elements that were different from the physical plane actually began to absorb the elements around 

them.., in an instant, they combined into a strange variable existence! 

Villafa could clearly see that those elements were absorbing the wind elements of this fragmented 

world. As they combined, the large amount of flames around them became abstract, turning into waves 



of sharp pale blue blades that rotated around them, the sharp power cut open the surrounding space 

like cutting paper. Even the black rock wall that had been erected by bogus just now was shattered into 

pieces by the countless pale blue blades! 

What… was this? 

This was the first time that Villafa had seen hellfire being used in such a way! 

Bogus also drew in a breath of cold air and retreated. His wall was made of extremely pure elements. A 

black rock shield of this level would not be able to break through the defense of a weapon on the level 

of a star nuclear bomb, it was actually cut open by this strange blue blade like tofu? 

He knew that Safilos was very strong, but he did not expect him to be this strong! 

Bolton, who was at the end of the line, also narrowed his eyes. Even he did not know that Safilos 

actually possessed this kind of power. This power should have come from the inheritance of the seven 

kings of the Fallen Angel clan, right? 

The Seven Kings Palace, the Fallen Angel clan had not produced a descendant that could enter the Seven 

Kings Palace’s inheritance for at least a hundred eras. 

In large clans, the higher the level of the gene inheritance, the more cautious it was. This was because 

once a descendant’s ability was insufficient, not only would they not be able to increase the purity of the 

gene, they might even cause it to degenerate. In the worst case scenario, it might even be left outside, 

that would be an unacceptable loss for the large clans. Hence, the choice of candidates had always been 

better to be lacking than to be poor! 

No one knew which palace this fellow inherited… 

“Wind King’s Enchantment?” 

Just as Bolton was guessing where Safilos’inheritance came from, Andrew’s voice slowly came out from 

the billions of wind blades, making the hearts of all the demons, including Bolton, Jump! 

“Among the Seven Kings, Wind King is ranked fourth. To be able to get its inheritance, a junior like you 

can indeed be considered outstanding…”among the countless wind blades, andrew slowly walked out. 

Those wind blades actually took the initiative to avoid him. This made Safilos, who was casting the 

secret technique, freeze! 

“You… how could you?”For the first time, a trace of panic appeared on Safilos’face. 

This was the secret technique of the Seven Kings, the top secret technique of the fallen angels. If the 

other party knew some middle-level or even high-level secret techniques, he could barely accept it. But 

how did he know about the secret technique of the King? 

“You seem to have made a mistake…”Andrew looked at the other party, he sighed faintly, “Do you think 

that the higher the level of the secret technique, the less likely it is for us old guys to know it? “You seem 

to have made a mistake. Secrets are of course the higher the level, the more valuable it is for people to 

pry into it. If it is something not very eye-catching, would others spend time to study it after eating too 

much?” 



Chapter 1192: Fierce Battle -PartpTwo two) 

“This…”Diana, who was in the control center, was stunned when she heard Andrew’s answer. After a 

long time, she said, “It makes sense…” 

Ysera rolled her eyes when she heard that. 

The demons on the battlefield were livid, especially Safilos. 

Back in the seventh palace, when he was asked to choose the inheritance of the Seven Kings, the 

Seventh Palace of the Cold King, the fifth palace of the Yama King, and the fourth palace of the Wind 

King had all opened their doors to him. The reason why he chose the wind king inheritance was 

because.., not only was his ranking higher, but the history of fallen angels did not have the inheritance 

of the wind king. The characteristics of his power were the least recorded in history, and it was also the 

most suitable for battle! 

But he did not expect that the power with the least recorded in history would actually leak out! 

 

Safilos looked at the Wind King’s blade that was almost completely unable to get close to Andrew, and 

his heart sank to the bottom! 

Of course, he would not believe that the inheritance of the fallen angel royal family would be cracked by 

the other party at the last minute. However, the leak of the royal family’s power, especially the Wind 

King’s power, was completely unexpected. From the moment the Abyss joined the Federation, in the 

records… The gate of the Wind King’s palace had never been spread out. Even the gate of the first royal 

star King’s palace had been opened. There were also descendants of the inheritance who went out and 

walked around. It was fine if they had leaked some things, but how did a power that had never appeared 

in the federation… “…”. Was known by Andrew? 

Looking at the puzzled Safilos, Andrew smiled strangely and said, “Are you thinking again that you are 

quite unlucky to have chosen the inheritance that I know is cracked?” 

Safilos:”…” 

“If it’s because of this, you don’t have to be upset…”looking at Safilos whose face was getting darker and 

darker, Andrew smiled even more strangely. “Because no matter which palace inheritance you walk 

into, the result will be the same…” 

“What do you mean?”Vera shouted at the side. 

SAFILOS sneered and said, “Are you trying to say that you know all the secret techniques of the seven 

halls of the fallen angels? And you have cracked them?” 

“No…”Andrew shook his head and said, “I’m trying to say that I basically know all the secret arts in the 

Hall of the seven fallen angels, and I’ve also cracked all of them…” 

The demons were speechless 



After being shocked by these words for a few seconds, bogus was the first to laugh and retort, “Aren’t 

you afraid of breaking your back? How Dare You Brag Like This?” 

Safilos also sneered, obviously not believing it. Even Bolton could not help but twitch his face, obviously 

feeling that the other party’s words were a little exaggerated! 

Only Vera narrowed her eyes and stepped back. For some reason, although the other party’s words 

were ridiculous, it somehow made her feel uneasy. 

“It seems that the little girl is slightly more rational…”Andrew smiled and said. 

Safilos took a look at Vera who had stepped back. Vera immediately stood still and shivered. Safilos 

turned his head back with an expressionless face and looked at Andrew again, he said coldly, “The 

power of one person can destroy the things that have been passed down from generations of our 

elders. You have to come up with some rules to say that, right? Based on what?” 

“Didn’t I say it before?”Andrew laughed. “Of course, it’s because I’ve lived for a long time!” 

Safilos:”…” 

Andrew: “If you say so, you might feel a little fuzzy. Then I’ll be a little more specific. How long have I 

Lived?”As Andrew said that, he counted with his fingers one by one, he looked like he was reminiscing, 

and his eyes were blurry as he said, “About… 189.7 billion eras…” 

The demons were speechless 

“Are you trying to say that you’re alive from the age of the Elves?”Burton, who had been silent all this 

time, said. 

“The middle age of the elves, the era of birth and light. I remember that the Queen of the Wood Elves 

was Avana, a queen who was extremely gentle to all races. She was also the most popular queen in the 

history of the Elves…” 

“Moreover, I saw the Moon Elves Open the Abyss world with my own eyes…”Andrew smiled. “At that 

time, there was no fallen angels…” 

“Hiss…” 

The demons couldn’t help but gasp. Bogus directly muttered, “Is it true…” 

“I see…” 

In the distance, ysera, who was in the core position, had a flash of understanding in her eyes when she 

heard this. “I said he’s an undead, a secret that even Sylvanas herself doesn’t know. Where did he get 

the news from? So he’s an old antique who came back to life at that time!” 

“Uh…”Diana was stunned when she heard this. “Is what he said true?” 

“It shouldn’t be wrong…”. “…”. Ysera said in a low voice, “Back when the elf civilization was destroyed, 

all races were extremely resistant to the elves. In order to prevent the Elves from making a comeback, 

they destroyed a lot of elf documents, especially the historical records of the few highly respected 



queens. Even the senior historians have never heard of the name of Ivana. If she didn’t come back from 

that period, very few people would know of this queen…”. “…” 

‘this is troublesome…’. 

“Do you think we’ll believe you just because you make it sound so real?”Burton sneered. “You’re an 

undead, right? You said that you came back alive during the Titan era, but we can’t verify it, right?” 

“You’ll believe it soon enough!”Andrew grinned, his stiff monkey face looking extremely sinister and 

terrifying. 

In the next second, the energy absorbed by the refining array around them began to circulate rapidly. 

Then, it turned into an incomparably pure pale blue flame that enveloped Andrew. This scene caused 

Vera and Safilos to tremble! 

They could clearly feel that it was an extremely authentic hellfire energy! 

In the next second, this hellfire quickly combined with the surrounding water and wind elements, 

forming a terrifying cold current! 

“This is Big Brother’s…”villafa could not help but cry out… … 

Safilos pulled villafa back hurriedly. At this moment, his face was filled with disbelief! 

He naturally knew what that was. The combination of the flames of hell and the ice elements was the 

unique power of the Ice King Bloodline. It was the most complete branch of the entire fallen angel clan, 

and was also the last bloodline of the Seven Kings, it was Safilos’family, the Bosh family! 

At that time, the family really wanted him to inherit the ancestor’s bloodline, but he chose the wind 

palace. He did not expect that one day, he would see an outsider outside and use the purest royal power 

of his family! 

This time, he somewhat believed Andrew’s story. 

If it was acceptable to say that he could break the power, then he could use the fallen angel’s energy to 

directly use the fallen angel’s secret technique. This was clearly a very detailed study of the fallen angel 

clan. 

The terrifying power of ice quickly sealed the surroundings. All the elements were quickly frozen when 

they came into contact with the pale blue solid ice. Looking at the terrifying power of the ice, the few 

peak star-ranked demons did not know how to react for a moment, they could only retreat in the 

direction of Lord Bolton! 

Bolton frowned and quickly used his laws. A strange phenomenon of spatial distortion appeared in the 

surroundings. Clearly, Bolton wanted to pull everyone away temporarily. However, he did not expect 

that in the next second, the distorted spatial-temporal phenomenon would freeze on the spot, the 

power of ice that could freeze space-time caused Bolton’s expression to change drastically! 

Seeing that the power of ice was attacking the four of them, they could only rely on their own energy to 

resist it. Safilos immediately grabbed Vera and shielded him behind his back! 



This scene caused Vera to be stunned. He stared blankly at his big brother who hated him so much… … 

Just as the pale blue ice was about to hit them, a crack suddenly appeared between them, completely 

separating the two forces that were about to collide! 

“Ysera?”Diana looked at Ysera in shock. She didn’t expect that she would intervene to stop the two sides 

from fighting! 

“The winner has been decided…”ysera shook her head, “We can’t let Andrew get the body of a god, 

otherwise, we’ll really be finished!” 

Diana nodded immediately. The body of a god was already so terrifying. If the opponent had the body of 

a real star-level god, no one would be able to stop that guy… … 

“You finally can’t stand it anymore?”On the other side, looking at the crack that separated the two sides, 

Andrew sneered, “But unfortunately… I’m tired of watching your tricks…” 

Reverse! ! 

Chapter 1193: I will definitely… ! … kill you! 

“Your tricks… I’m tired of watching them…” 

As Andrew’s taunt fell, the cracks that had split apart quickly stopped expanding. The terrifying power of 

ice slowly seeped into the cracks. This scene caused Bolton and the others to retreat in fear, however, as 

they retreated, they realized that due to the seal of the cracks, they were actually restricted in space. 

Unable to escape from the cracks, they could only watch as the power of ice seeped in from all 

directions and attacked them! 

“Yi… Ysera?” 

Seeing this scene, Diana was stunned for a moment before her expression turned extremely ugly. She 

hurriedly shouted! 

Ysera did not dare to be negligent and directly activated the second set of spatial operation plans… 

 

Seeing this, Diana swallowed her saliva and asked, “How many types of spatial operation plans do we 

have?” 

“Many types…”Ysera replied in a low voice. Just as Diana heaved a sigh of relief, Ysera said, “But there 

are only three completely different combinations of runes…” 

Diana was stunned when she heard that… 

At this moment, under the changes of the matrix runes, the huge matrix space spell formation began to 

change rapidly. In an instant, the runes where all the fragments were located began to change, and the 

changes of the space runes were hundreds of millions of different types! 

However, with each change, the crack only expanded for a few seconds. Andrew could quickly stop it 

again, as if these hundreds of millions of changes only took a few seconds in his eyes… … 



This scene made Diana, who was proficient in space runes, feel a chill down her spine. Only at this 

moment did he realize how terrifying that old guy who had lived for so many years was! 

“Can’t do it… or…”Ysera’s expression was solemn. Looking at the countless changes that could only last 

for a few seconds in front of Andrew, her eyes showed a rare gloominess. 

“You can’t bear to take the new combination?”Andrew looked at the sky as if he could see Ysera and the 

others. He laughed mockingly, “Then they will be gone!” 

As soon as he finished his words, the ice spread faster in the space where Burton and the others were. 

The power that seeped into them turned into countless pale blue snowflakes that drifted toward Burton 

and the others. 

Bogus roared angrily and took the lead to stand at the front. A huge amount of black rock power 

gathered, and black-red magma gushed out, wanting to defend, however, Andrew, who was at the 

periphery, only lightly pointed at the black rock power and it quickly disintegrated. Bogus, who could not 

form a structured power defense, had a flash of ruthlessness in his eyes. He immediately gathered all his 

power and his body rapidly expanded! He protected Bolton and the others behind him! 

The snowflakes drifted onto bogus’s body and turned into layers of blue ice flowers that quickly 

bloomed. Within a few seconds, the entire space was filled with blue flowers. Meanwhile, bogus, who 

was at the forefront of the resistance, had his life energy rapidly declining! 

“How… Could This Be?”Diana asked in horror… 

Ysera said faintly, “A few years ago, that Guy’s domain had been testing the emerald dream. With his 

level, he had basically grasped the basic rune structure of the emerald dream in just a few years. The 

only thing missing was the core algorithm. In other words, in his eyes, their tactics were almost one set 

less than one set!” 

“This… This is too…”Diana was at a loss for words, not knowing what to say. 

This was the power of an Empyrean God? 

Furthermore, the other party was only one of the ten great lords’subordinates, a lich that was not 

ranked high yet. Yet, he had already caused their greatest trump card, the Emerald Dream Realm, to fall 

into such a passive situation? 

At this moment, she finally understood why the Elder Council said that the Empyrean God Federation 

could not be breached from the outside… … 

“Then… What should we do now?”Diana stuttered. 

“This is the only way…”Ysera slid her finger, and then, a low cry came from the entire emerald space. … 

In the next second, countless emerald-colored petals fell from the top of the array. The petals fell gently 

and were sucked into the fragments. The entire fragment sank into the petals like water drops, and the 

entire world changed! 

———— 



“Wow, Wow, what is this?”Li Goudan looked at the wonderful changes around him, and his eyes lit up. 

He jumped around Lanaya and asked. 

Lanaya looked at everything around her with a look of shock. Although she was an assassin, she had 

some understanding of the arcane matrix. After all, if an assassin wanted to assassinate a mage, he had 

to learn to crack some matrix tricks in a short period of time, but never before had she seen such a 

spectacular way of constructing one world after another from a matrix pattern, at least not in the 

federation. 

So this is the emerald dream? A world in a matrix? … It’s quite a sight… 

——– — 

“Yay, it’s so dangerous, so dangerous…”on the other side, at a place about a few hundred kilometers 

away from the dog eggs, the undead God looked at everything around him and suddenly exclaimed, “It 

was so dangerous, I was almost killed!” 

Beside it, soap, who was caught, frowned. “Weakling, why do you always run away? Weren’t you quite 

good at dealing with a little girl before? Is this what you look like when you meet someone who can 

fight?” 

“Heh…”the undead god rolled its eyes. This was the first time it had been mocked by an alien. 

The other party was talking about the fallen angel blood demon, right? F * CK, which eye of yours could 

tell that she was a little girl. In terms of age, it wouldn’t be too much to be the ancestor of a little guy 

like you… … 

The Undead God didn’t pay attention to soap’s mockery. Instead, he looked at the sky curiously and 

thought to himself, ‘who forced the person behind the emerald dream to change the combination?’? 

‘that Guy Andrew?’? 

‘interesting…’. 

—— — 

On the other side, Brother Dog, who had entered one of the fragments, looked at everything around 

him and hurriedly asked, “What’s the situation?” 

The entire world suddenly let out a low cry, as if it was confessing something to Brother Dog. It even 

specially lit up one of the fragments and let out a strange sound. 

However, brother dog seemed to understand the sound and immediately said, “You said that there’s 

something very terrifying in that fragment, telling me not to go near it?” 

The world responds. 

“But… are there any of my companions in there?” 

The world fell silent… 

The dog brother instantly understood each other’s meaning, then shook his head: “That can’t… .” 



———- — 

Andrew, who was at the center of the event and caused all this, was looking at the changes around him 

with interest. “Interesting, as expected of an ancient civilization. This kind of world structure is really 

creative…” 

At that moment, the elements and structure of the entire world were disrupted, including Andrew’s 

complex and terrifying biological matrix! 

Burton and the others were also involved in a new teleportation link amidst the earth-shaking changes… 

… 

However, Andrew’s expression did not seem to care that Burton and the others were about to be 

rescued. He did not even look at Burton and the others… … 

Because he knew that he couldn’t stop Bolton and the others from leaving… … 

“Andrew?” 

Suddenly, just as Bolton and the others were about to be teleported away, Bolton, who had been silent, 

called out coldly. 

“Oh?”Andrew was stunned, then looked at Bolton with a funny expression. What else did he want to say 

at this time? 

“Next time we meet…”Bolton looked at Andrew coldly, “I Will… kill you! !” 

Chapter 1194: The Silent Burton! 

“The kind that is completely dead!” 

“Oh?”Andrew paused for a moment and pulled his attention back from the changing matrix. He looked 

back at Burton who was about to disappear into space and sized him up. 

“Is that so?”Andrew smiled. “Then you are quite patient this time…” 

Burton’s face was gloomy, but he didn’t say anything. As the world changed, he, Safilas, and the others 

disappeared! 

After the other party left, Andrew looked at the sky. “You only have one chance… Senior Ysera!” 

 

“Very arrogant, junior…”Ysera’s voice sounded faintly. “This world is big, you will understand later…” 

“I look forward to it…”Andrew made a graceful gesture, which was the most popular universal gesture of 

the Vastaya people. 

“I won’t let you down…”Ysera put down his words, the space reorganized again, Andrew did not try to 

resist this time, but smiled and waited for the transfer. 



He was very satisfied with the completion of the Emerald Dream, just one more step, and this could be a 

real matrix world, the equivalent of alchemy to create a universe, this thing, could really solve… The lack 

of immortality… . . 

——– — 

“It was a close call…” 

On the other side, transported to other worlds in the Bolton Gang, the Grandpa woke up with a face of 

fear said: “Almost all the dog with, fortunately you big man!” 

Saying this, the grandfather jumped out of the arms of Villafa and went up to bogus, intending to make a 

good relationship. 

This kind of teammate who stood out to act as a meat shield at the first moment was his favorite. One 

look and he could tell that he was a very straightforward person! 

However, the expressions of the people around him did not look very good, including Villafa’s. They all 

looked very gloomy. 

“Don’t be like this. Victory and defeat are common occurrences in war. Being able to escape smoothly is 

also a blessing in disguise. At most, we can just go around that Guy a little in the future. As humans, 

when it’s time to admit defeat, we have to admit defeat…”. “…”. “Don’t you agree, Big Guy!”Grandpa 

smiled as he approached bogus. However, he found that bogus was like a statue, not moving at all… 

“Big Guy?” 

“Stop shouting…”Vera picked up Grandpa, who was jumping on the ground, and said in an unusually low 

tone. 

What’s wrong? 

Grandpa was suddenly stunned. Didn’t they just suffer a little loss? Why did they all look like their 

fathers had died? Wasn’t it natural that they couldn’t beat someone who wasn’t as skilled as them? 

He had also seen the whole process just now. They were completely crushed. Didn’t that Andrew say 

how many years he had lived? 

It wasn’t shameful to lose… … No one died… 

When he thought of this, Grandpa suddenly froze. He looked at bogus as if he had understood 

something… 

He suddenly realized that the big man who had always been simple and honest at the beginning seemed 

to… … Not saying a single word… … 

Bolton was silent for a few seconds before he walked forward. With a complicated expression, he patted 

bogus’shoulder. At this moment, bogus’body was as stiff as iron. He made a banging sound when he 

patted, but he had no intention of responding. 

“Sir…”Vera could not help but say, “He…” 



“The core has frozen to death. There is no life left…”Bolton gave the answer. … 

Hearing this, Vera became stiff, and her grandfather also became silent. 

F * ck… Just a dog? 

Such a strong and powerful man, he was obviously very strong when he was protecting them, but the 

other side didn’t do anything, just a little snowflake was thrown over… … 

Vera moved forward in a daze, looking at the motionless bogus with an extremely complicated 

expression. 

Among all the commanders, apart from SAB, the one who was the most friendly to her was bogus. 

Earth-type creatures were relatively gentle in the universe, even in the abyss. She still remembered that 

when she was ridiculed by Safilas.., it was basically this guy who came out to make peace. With his tall 

stature, he would often protect himself behind him like a little chick. 

It was not because bogus was kind in his heart, but because the earth elemental creature had a 

protective instinct towards those close to it. It was a habit that was carved into its genes to be the first 

to rush forward in an emergency. 

In this world… how could there be such a stupid species? 

Villafa pursed his lips and suddenly felt a little sore in his eyes. 

As if sensing Villafa’s sadness, his grandfather did not say anything. He just rubbed against Villafa’s arms. 

A gentle energy was emitted from its body, making villafa, whose blood was cold, feel a comfortable 

warmth, villafa was stunned. He looked at his grandfather, then hugged him even tighter. 

“So weak…”safilos glanced at villafa. His voice was still cold, as if he was very dissatisfied. 

“Enough!”Bolton interrupted Safilos, then sighed. He patted bogus’arm slightly, and bogus’body 

instantly shattered like glass. 

The powerful elemental energy began to flow back through the god’s law and returned to Burton’s 

contract. After bogus died, a drop of extremely high energy core floated in the air. 

Burton looked at the core and sighed again. He took the core and handed it to SAFILOS. He said softly, 

“I’ll have to trouble you to give this gene to the rock demon clan.” 

“I think you should go on your own…”Safilos’voice was still as cold as ever. “You have to tell us what you 

need to tell us. Just now… Why didn’t you make a move?” 

These words stunned Vera. Her grandfather, who had been preparing to go back to sleep, suddenly 

became energetic. He looked at the two of them and felt that they were very aggressive. What did he 

mean by that? 

Why didn’t he make a move? 

Did he mean that the short man still had cards in his hand? 

Bolton glanced at him and replied indifferently, “It’s not the time to make a move…” 



“Is that so?”Safilos said coldly, “I hope that your harvest this time is big enough to let this matter go. 

Bogus is the only grandson of the great elder of the Rock Demon!” 

“I won’t let you down…”Bolton said coldly. 

“Heh… that’s best!”Safilos sneered. “Otherwise, when we go back, I will definitely vote for you!” 

————– — 

“Senior, it seems that we are bound…” 

On the other side, Xi Ye looked at Vogu whom she met again, and her tone was full of helplessness. 

“Yeah…”wo Gu looked at the other party calmly. “Looks like we’re really fated…” 

“Then you have to take care of me in the future…”Xi ye laughed. 

“That’s easy to say…”wo Gu also looked very straightforward. 

“Sir!” 

Just as wo Gu was speaking, a familiar voice suddenly sounded. Wo Gu was stunned. He saw an 

advanced silver moon mecha descending from the sky. 

“Billy?”Vogu recognized the other party with a slight sense. 

“It’s great to meet you!”Billy said excitedly. 

“That might not be the case…”Vogu shook his head. 

Xi Ye was stunned. He had already met up with his subordinates, and it was still not good? 

“Strengthen my side’s strength… This means…”vogu looked into the distance. “The opponent we 

matched is very strong, so strong that the people behind the scenes think that I can’t handle it alone!” 

Chapter 1195: Rescue from Brother Dog (part one) 

“Wait a minute, let me get this straight…” 

At the temporary host star where Burton was, Feng Doudou recounted what his grandfather had told 

him about the forces. “That Jade Dream realm is a force boundary hidden in the New World. It’s 

something like the Kunlun secret realm, right?” 

“It’s about the same…”his grandfather replied. “But… it’s much bigger…” 

“How Big?”Feng Doudou asked curiously. 

“Very big! In theory, it can be infinitely big…”. His grandfather thought for a moment and said, “At first, I 

thought that the place we were teleported to was a temporary scene. Later, I learned that those worlds 

were real. A fragment is equivalent to a world. Do you know how many fragments there are?” 

 

“How would I know?”Feng Doudou rolled his eyes, but then he said, “The Lord announced a special 

mission after that. Other than the demon forces that infiltrated this place, there’s also the Emerald 



Dream. I can barely understand the demon forces because their lord is gone, but because their power is 

too big, they need someone to pretend to be Lord Bolton to maintain the situation and buy time. But 

what’s the mission of the Emerald Dream?” 

Grandfather: “Develop!” 

“Develop?”Feng Doudou was stunned. 

“Yes…”. Grandfather nodded. “That is a very exaggerated artificial universe. The theory can be directly 

used as the real world. It is possible to cultivate and even create a population. This is also why cloud 

herder was sent there at the first moment. The astral materials there are equivalent to an infinite 

amount of astral resources.” 

“This is a good thing, right?”Feng Doudou asked in a daze. “Why did they warn us about the high risk?” 

“Because there is indeed a risk!”His grandfather said faintly. “The reason why the Moon Elves and the 

Dragons were able to cooperate back then was because the emerald dream realm and the Otherworld 

passage can complement each other!” 

Feng Doudou: “Complement? How?” 

“A small shrimp like you doesn’t have the right to know about such a big matter for the time being…”his 

grandfather coughed lightly. “Do your job well. When you reach that level in the future, you will 

naturally know about it…” 

Feng Dou Dou heard suddenly angry laugh: “Is it? I am curious, then you in the water in the soy sauce 

how to know this matter?” 

“well…”grandpa smiled and recalled his meeting with Brother Dog. . . 

———- — 

“Well… can’t the Big Guy Come Back?” 

After the death of the Rock Demon Bogus, Safilos temporarily left the team on the pretext of probing 

the terrain and the surrounding enemies and allies, and villafa also found an excuse to leave the team, 

apparently, she was also a little upset that Burton did not help bogus. 

Burton did not stop them. He only told the two to keep a distance so that they could provide immediate 

support when they were attacked. 

Vera was indifferent to this. He could suppress and not attack from a distance, but he would provide 

support from a distance? If they really encountered such a level of danger, this lord was obviously 

unreliable. 

Moreover, after leaving Bolton and Safilos, Vera felt much more relaxed. Facing a scheming lord and a 

big brother that she had always been afraid of, she would rather be alone. 

Oh, right… and this ugly phoenix… 

Faced with the Ugly Phoenix’s question, Vera’s expression was slightly gloomy. After a few seconds of 

silence, she calmly replied, “They won’t live. The one who killed bogus was an undead.” 



“The undead are so powerful?”Her grandfather immediately ridiculed. was this 100% fatality rate 

considered a racial talent. It was quite powerful… … 

“Do you want to become one of them?”Vera looked at her grandfather calmly. 

“Haha… I’m just saying…”her grandfather immediately shrunk his head. At this moment, her 

grandfather’s entire body was covered in fur. It looked like a hairy egg. Although it was still very ugly, it 

was much more eye-catching than the meaty egg from before. 

Vera gently stroked his grandfather’s fur. The Phoenix fur was filled with a warm feeling of vitality. It felt 

very nice to touch, and she couldn’t put it down, she said softly, “If you encounter any unexpected 

events later, remember to hide it in my pocket. Don’t run around. This place is very dangerous. Your 

Lord’s domain can not cover the laws here. Even if you die, you won’t have a chance to revive…” 

“Uh…”Grandpa was stunned. Although he had expected it, saying it like this still made him feel afraid… 

… 

Speaking of which… why did he come in here? 

Just as he was thinking about it, an extremely familiar voice suddenly sounded in Grandpa’s mind. 

“Grandpa, Grandpa, is that you?” 

This voice… 

F * CK, isn’t It Doggie? 

Grandpa perked up and was about to reply, the voice immediately said, “Don’t speak, and don’t do 

anything too extreme. Just maintain your normal appearance. From now on, remember every word I 

say. It’s extremely important. Whether you can escape or not will depend on this wave!” 

Grandpa:”…” 

Grandpa looked at Vera who was gently stroking him and was momentarily stunned. She did not seem 

to notice it at all. 

Damn, when did the dog become so awesome? It actually jumped over such a big boss to contact me. 

It’s so awesome… … 

In order not to expose the situation, Grandpa slowly narrowed his eyes and pretended to be sleepy 

again. This action successfully didn’t arouse villafa’s suspicion. After all, he always looked sleepy before. 

Vera gently rubbed the closed eyelids of the grandfather. 

After the grandfather closed his eyes, Brother Dog’s voice immediately sounded again. 

“Now, remember every word I say. The next step is very important. If you are not careful, you might 

become a dog!” 

Don’t scare me… 

The grandfather trembled, but in the end, he resisted the urge to speak. 



“There are three very terrifying existences in your world, and they are rapidly approaching you. Two of 

them are approaching you and the woman who is holding you!” 

F * ck… 

Grandpa almost jumped up in shock when he heard that. After forcefully resisting the urge, countless 

questions arose in his heart. What was a terrifying existence? Where exactly was it? And how did 

brother dog know that something was approaching us? 

He glanced at Vera, who obviously didn’t notice it at all. 

If even such a big shot didn’t notice it, how did Brother Dog Know? 

Just as he was thinking about it, Brother Dog’s voice sounded again. “Later, if there is a scuffle, 

remember to find an opportunity to escape from them. I will give you a designated location. As long as 

you escape to that location, I will be able to save you. Do you understand?” 

Grandpa Lu frowned. It was not difficult to understand his words, but the key point was, where did the 

specific location refer to? Also, was Brother Dog’s words reliable or not? Why would a level five trash 

titan like him be so boastful? 

And… … He was not even sure whether this voice was brother dog or not. If it was something strange, he 

might as well lean on this beautiful woman’s arms… … 

Just as he was thinking about it, a light suddenly appeared in his mind. His grandfather, who had closed 

his eyes, suddenly saw a light map. It was as if the map had been forced into his mind, and there were a 

few light spots marked on it. 

Grandpa Lu opened his eyes and found that the terrain of the light map was exactly the same as the 

surroundings… … 

“Remember, it’s those few light spots. Any one of them will do. Later, as long as you can successfully 

reach one of them, I can save you. Be careful, you must have absolute confidence before you try to 

escape!” 

Grandpa:”…” 

This dog… where did he get this ability? 

Chapter 1196: Rescue from Brother Dog (middle) 

The attack came very quickly. Within a few seconds of Grandpa trying to memorize the map’s light 

spots, Villafa jumped backward with Grandpa in his arms! 

In the next second, the entire Earth’s crust was overturned, and magma spewed out from the Earth’s 

core. In an instant, the terrain that Grandpa was trying so hard to memorize instantly became useless. 

F * ck, these big shots were too useless in a fight! 

Villafa placed his grandfather into his spatial bag and quickly retreated. He activated his blood demon 

bloodline to its limit, and his entire body turned into a streak of blood light as he broke through the 

speed of light to dodge the sudden attacker. 



However, the attacker’s speed was also very fast. He was practically stuck close to villafa, causing villafa, 

who had activated his blood explosion mode, to actually be unable to escape from the pursuit. Very 

quickly, Villafa was blocked in a blind spot by those three unfamiliar figures, there was no room for him 

to dodge! 

 

Villafa was shocked, and a bloody light flashed in his eyes. Just as he was about to unleash all of his 

blood essence to fight against the attack, a wind eye suddenly appeared in his position, then, an 

extremely powerful wind force spread out with her as the center, forcing the figures, whose figures 

could not even be seen clearly by villafa, to retreat! 

“Big Brother?” 

Villafa felt this force and instantly recognized the person who had saved him. 

Safilos descended from the sky and landed in front of villafa, coldly looking at the three figures that had 

been forced to retreat. 

The three of them looked very unpopular. One of them looked like a human-shaped Tyrannosaurus, but 

the structure of his entire body was extremely perfect. It was very similar to a human-shaped skeleton 

template, but it also perfectly retained the characteristics of a wild beast. One of them was short.., the 

skin all over his body was pitch-black. He was also in the shape of a human, but he appeared to be even 

more robust. Moreover, the energy density of his entire body was extremely pure. Every inch of his 

muscles seemed to have condensed a terrifying amount of energy. 

The last one was tall and almost ten meters tall. The muscles all over his body were extremely perfect. 

Every move of his gave off a beautiful feeling of strength. It was obvious that he was from the Titan race, 

and it was an extremely rare dark-skinned color. 

Safilos had learned from the ten thousand races of the federation in his race. The three people in front 

of him were rare in the federation nowadays. 

The Tyrannosaurus race of vastaya, the fire copper race of the dwarf race, and the Black Titan race of 

the pentashade Titan race! 

These three races should have already been extinct! 

Especially the Black Titan race. At present, the federation could not even find any genes left behind. That 

race should have already disappeared into oblivion along with the rumored black dragon race. 

“You… Who Are You?” 

Safilos looked coldly at the three fellows who had attacked Villa. However, he did not act rashly. This 

was because the enormous energy contained within their bodies had somewhat shocked him. 

They were almost on the same level as the fate level elders of the race! 

There was actually such a strong person here? 



“Big Brother… They are the zombies under Andrew!”Villa hurriedly said. “Previously, at the entrance, 

SAB and I saw them!” 

“Oh? Zombies?”Safilos paused for a moment and looked over. After a closer look, he found that it 

seemed to be true. 

The auras of the three bodies were indeed powerful, but it was obvious that they were not in harmony. 

Yes, Qi and blood… … The circulation of Qi and blood was not smooth… … 

As if responding to Vera’s words, the three people slowly raised their heads, and their eyes immediately 

emitted a faint green light! 

“Tsk…”Safilos saw that the wind king’s barrier had been withdrawn, and in the next second, an 

extremely powerful grayflame power erupted. Flames soared into the sky, directly forcing the three of 

them to retreat! 

Using the shadow power of the death realm to make zombies, the thing they were most afraid of was 

the high temperature! 

Obviously, these zombies subconsciously retreated, which made Safilos feel slightly relieved. If it was 

just zombies, it was not impossible to fight them! 

Although their physical bodies were strong, the utilization rate was extremely low, especially when 

Andrew was not here. 

Among the necromancers, there was a faction that specialized in making undead zombies to fight. These 

people were also known as grave diggers. They would often collect high-level physical bodies and make 

them into zombies through secret methods. They were very despised by the federation. 

However, these people had very strong combat strength. They were not good at biological structures 

and how to use the strength of the creatures themselves. Usually, if such a necromancer accumulated 

for a long time, he could even form an army of strong people, his combat power was extraordinary. 

His weakness was his own body. 

Things like zombies had two types of combat power, controlled combat and non-controlled combat. 

Necromancers who were proficient in biological structures and combat model research could control 

zombies to unleash a very strong combat power. However, if the Necromancer was not around.., these 

things would only rely on the instincts of wild beasts to fight! 

Burton had just speculated that the person behind the scenes saved them not out of kindness, but 

because they still had value and did not want them to be killed so easily by Andrew. This was also the 

reason why Burton did not use his trump card at that time.., because he knew that the person behind 

the scenes would definitely make a move. 

And their value was to consume Andrew’s power! 

This fidgety feeling of being controlled made Safilos very uncomfortable, but he also knew that there 

was no other way. These zombies, without their master’s control, were only left with the instinct to 

plunder life. It was impossible to negotiate with them, he could only accept the challenge! 



Thinking of this, Safilos no longer hesitated. All the power in his body erupted, and the sword of 

Damocles appeared in the sky once again! 

The powerful sword of ashen flames shone down on the heads of the three people in front of him. The 

Titan in the lead roared angrily, and the entire sky shook. Then, he suddenly took a step forward and 

threw a straight punch towards the sky, an Air Force formed from pure power instantly shattered the 

blue flame sword in the sky. With a boom, a hole was directly blasted in the entire sky! 

Brother Dog, who was observing the battle from afar, was shocked. He thought to himself, “Oh my God, 

what the Hell Is This?”? 

He finally understood why that voice said that there was something very terrifying here. It was indeed 

terrifying. This F * CK, wasn’t it a little too exaggerated? 

“TSK! !” 

Safilos, who had his strength scattered, grunted and quickly retreated. What an annoying muscle 

monster! 

It had to be said that the body that Andrew chose was very suitable. A zombie that had lost its blood 

circulation could not be as sensitive as a living creature in terms of softness, naturally, the best choice 

was this kind of species that had great strength and miracles. Obviously, the three in front of him were 

very suitable! 

This was a little troublesome… 

Safilos frowned. The power of demons was more direct and relied on their innate talent to suppress 

them. However, it was difficult to defeat a species that was stronger than them through techniques. 

Just as he was thinking, the sky suddenly turned dark red. Then, monstrous flames filled the space, and 

everything in the surroundings was instantly surrounded by a blazing fire element! 

“Wow… What Is This?”Grandpa, who was in the space belt, immediately screamed in despair. 

“Stop fooling around…”Vera slapped her space bag and looked at the sky. “The Lord of the Flame 

Demon Planet has arrived!” 

Sure enough, Bolton, who was covered in flames, appeared in the air in the next second, looking at the 

three zombies like a king. 

“Grandpa, pay attention. Four hundred meters to the northwest of you, there is a node there. If you 

have the chance, jump there. I can get you out as soon as possible…” 

Brother Dog’s voice rang out again. Grandpa was stunned for a moment. He quietly peeked out of his 

space bag. The surroundings were full of distorted storms and flames. It was like a scene from hell, 

grandpa was so scared that he immediately retracted his head. What the F * ck! 

Brother Dog:”…” 

Chapter 1197: Puppeteer! 

This guy was still as bold as ever… 



Brother Dog looked at his timid grandfather and could not help but feel awkward. He was a noob and 

loved to play. His personality was exactly the same as the last time he was in South Africa… … 

When he thought of Brother Dog from South Africa, he thought of the liver emperor in the trio. He did 

not know how that guy was doing or if he was involved. 

At this time, the battlefield was in a stalemate. Lord Bolton used the Balrog star to continuously bring in 

high-quality fire elements. As he paved the ground, he replenished the energy of the two fallen angels. 

Safilos was mainly in charge of the skirmish. Relying on the wind king’s barrier, his agility had reached an 

extreme. He was actually able to handle the three zombies with ease. 

 

Vera’s law was to wander far away and try not to be affected. 

It wasn’t that she didn’t want to participate in the battle, but Safilos had thrown her far away in disgust 

from the very beginning, telling her not to drag him down. 

In fact, during the battle, her eyes could barely keep up with the speed of those figures! 

Although those three guys were zombies, and their dexterity and softness weren’t enough, their 

explosive power should be of a certain level. Their speed when charging and rampaging had completely 

surpassed the standard of a star-grade. Vera Farr felt as if she had been touched by that energy.., she 

would probably be smashed into pieces. Even Lord Bolton, who had grasped the laws, did not dare to 

approach. He only dared to use the energy of the activation star from afar to control the battlefield. 

The main person in charge of the skirmish was Safilos, who had grasped the power of wind! 

Looking at Safilos, who was still able to deal with three such powerful existences with ease, Vera finally 

understood why this future head of the family, who was known to be the most talented in all 

generations, would choose the Wind King’s inheritance. 

She vaguely heard her mother mention that the leader of the previous generation of fallen angels had 

died an unnatural death at the hands of a void assassin. In that battle, the fallen angel had helped the 

fourth overlord, Empress XI, to seal a void rift, however, the leader of the fallen angels had not been of 

much use that time. He had died instantly at the hands of the assassin who was known as the Queen of 

Blades. 

He wasn’t even able to use the power of the fallen angel’s Ice King Bloodline. If it wasn’t for Empress Xi 

personally making a move, the Ice King bloodline gene might have been lost. 

After the war, when the Federation sent people to send back the gene, this matter had almost become 

the laughing stock of the Abyss. At that time, many lower demons even believed that the power of the 

fallen angels was only so-so. It was also after that war.., many Federation assassins began to dare to 

invade the 3rd level and hunt for the fallen angel bloodline. 

This was also the main reason why Safilos chose the Wind King bloodline. The Wind King bloodline was 

the most flexible bloodline, and it was also the bloodline that was least afraid of assassins. 



At this moment, Safilos’basic abilities weren’t much stronger than that of Vera. In terms of explosive 

power, Vera had the blood essence of a blood demon, but he didn’t. In fact, he might even be two 

points weaker than Vera. 

However, facing three monsters that were several times stronger than villafa, he was completely able to 

deal with them. 

Every time the zombies wanted to catch him, he was like a dandelion in the wind. He was extremely 

agile and could avoid the other party. He really used the phrase ‘soft conquers hard’to its limit… … 

This was a pretty good trial… 

At this time, Safilos, who had already closed his eyes, was completely immersed in the wind king’s 

barrier. He could feel the changes of every trace of power in this world. This kind of opponent who did 

not know how to be flexible but had extremely strong explosive power was not something that could be 

met at any time.., if he was not careful, he would be crushed into pieces. Under this kind of extreme 

pressure, Safilos felt that he had almost used the wind king’s power to its limit! 

Faintly, he felt a trace of excitement! 

In midair, Bolton, who was controlling the energy of the Balrog star and the fallen angel star, looked at 

the battlefield and sighed in relief. It seemed that there were not too many changes this time, safilos 

was indeed the most talented disciple of the fallen angels since so many eras. He had almost used the 

wind king’s inheritance to the extreme. 

If this continued, as long as he continued to provide energy to maintain his physical strength and 

continuously accumulate the quality of the fire elements, at a certain level, he would be able to use the 

star rank matrix forbidden spell to completely eliminate these zombies! 

Fortunately, his opponents were just a bunch of brutes without intelligence… … 

Although he was a little displeased to be treated as a chess piece, Bolton could still accept an opponent 

of this level. It was better than when these guys returned to Andrew’s hands. 

Just as he was thinking, a sneer suddenly came from the space… 

This sneer was extremely sinister, like a cold wind that suddenly blew into his spine, causing Bolton to 

shiver involuntarily. 

Who Was It? 

Burton carefully scanned his surroundings, but for a moment, he could not find the source of that 

sound! 

Was it an assassin? 

No… 

Something like a zombie could not possibly create an assassin class. Moreover, this sneer carried an 

extremely malicious feeling. It was not something that a puppet like a zombie could produce. 

What was that? 



At this moment, Safilos, who was in the middle of the formation, also heard this ridicule. Moreover, he 

was even closer to it. If he took a closer look, he would discover that it was actually emitted by the tall 

and Mighty Black Titan in front of him! 

The corners of the Titan’s mouth curled up, and an extremely strange smile appeared on his face. His 

originally Mighty and Magnanimous appearance appeared extremely sneaky in this smile! 

What was that? 

“It’s another fresh and delicious body…” 

A creepy voice came from the Titan’s mouth, causing Safilos, who was just inches away, to shiver. 

“What the hell is that?” 

Crack Crack! 

Just as Safilos was in shock, an even more uncomfortable sound was heard. That sound was like the 

sound of joints and bones rubbing against each other, and it made people’s Goosebumps stand up. 

Safilos looked over from the corner of his eyes, and when he saw the source of the sound, his face froze. 

He saw the other two zombies suddenly lying on the ground, their bodies twisted strangely, and the 

visible changes in their bones and joints turned them from powerful warriors into extremely strange 

aliens! 

Bang! ! 

In the next second, one of the figures suddenly pounced towards him at an exaggerated speed, and its 

movement pattern was extremely strange, completely unlike the way ordinary humanoid creatures 

should be. 

Seeing this, Safilos hurriedly retreated. Using the power of the Wind King’s barrier, he still nimbly 

avoided that strange attack. 

Safilos sneered. “So there’s a puppeteer hidden here!” 

Puppeteer was a type of necromancer who specialized in undead zombies. Thinking about it, it made 

sense. After getting so many top-tier zombies, why wouldn’t he get a superb puppeteer? 

At first, he and the Lord thought that Andrew was the puppeteer. They didn’t expect someone else to be 

the puppeteer. 

But so what. His wind king’s barrier was a power that he wasn’t afraid of. Even if you changed your form 

and became more agile, you still wouldn’t be able to touch me. When the Lord accumulated enough 

energy, your fate would still be the same… 

Wait a minute… 

Suddenly, Safilos thought of something and looked in the other two directions. 

That’s right, with someone commanding the zombies, they wouldn’t attack him without thinking… 



Chapter 1198: Have You Lost Your Mind? 

After hearing that strange smile, Vera felt that something was wrong. She had already started to be on 

guard, but she did not expect the attack to come so quickly! 

The ones who attacked her were the honest fire bronze dwarves. At this time, their bones were 

deformed, and they had turned into a deformed ghoul. Their movements were as strange as their 

bodies, and they no longer felt stiff. 

In an instant, Vera had no time to react. Her body lost the ability to move, and her tendons were 

instantly broken. Vera could only barely see that her tendons were cut off by something like a blade, she 

felt that the opponent was moving like a cat. 

It was really hard to imagine that a valiant dwarf would do such a move… … 

Coupled with the exaggerated explosive force, Vera fell to the ground almost without any reaction. Just 

as he was about to use his strength to get up, a sharp pain came from his spine, and the accumulated 

strength dissipated in an instant, it was unknown when the crawling dwarf stepped on his back. The 

deformed bones on his fingertip were as slender as a spike, cutting into his spine with extreme 

precision, dispersing the accumulated strength in an instant! 

 

This professional action was like a professional assassin! 

The Grandpa in the pocket saw the deformed and terrifying dwarf, and was so scared that he directly 

ran out of the pocket, desperately running toward the teleportation point brother dog had mentioned. 

Idiot! ! 

Seeing his grandpa running out, Vera secretly cursed. With the strength of the surrounding elements, 

even the slightest gust of wind could cut it into pieces. He really dared to come out and run around! 

However, at this moment, she was unable to protect herself, so she naturally could not help her 

grandfather. She could only watch helplessly as her grandfather cried and ran around wildly! 

However, the strange thing was that the surrounding elements seemed to recognize her grandfather. 

When her grandfather rampaged around, those elements actually took the initiative to avoid him. This 

scene caused Safilos, who was controlling the wind blades, to be stunned. 

He did not take the initiative to control the wind blades to avoid that silly bird. He had already been 

displeased with that silly bird for a long time. 

However, the wind blades seemed to have a consciousness of their own, and they took the initiative to 

avoid it… … 

What was going on? 

“Something interesting…”the puppeteer hiding in the dark seemed to have noticed that his grandfather 

was different from the others. With a flicker of his eyes, the Tyrannosaurus zombie pounced at his 

grandfather with a whirlwind. 



“Ugly bird, be careful!” 

Vera, who was being controlled, could not help but shout. However, how could the speed of the 

Tyrannosaurus race keep up with the speed of sound? His grandfather did not hear anything. He was 

swept into the Whirlwind and was about to be caught. 

Suddenly, a scene that no one expected happened… … 

Just as the Tyrannosaurus zombie was about to catch his grandfather, his grandfather disappeared with 

a bang! 

This scene stunned everyone, including Burton who was controlling the laws in the distance. 

What was going on? 

The puppeteer was also stunned. Without any warning, he suddenly teleported? 

It was this world… 

The puppeteer looked around and felt that the creator of this world had made a move. Such a natural 

spatial change could only be achieved by the Master of the Matrix. 

Bolton thought the same, but there was a hint of doubt. This controlling force seemed to be much 

lighter than before when they were being moved. 

Previously, when the mastermind wanted to move them, he had relied on the rigid formation of the 

whole, using the changes of the matrix to cut through space to split or move them! 

But this time was different. This time… It’s as if using space itself, it’s very natural to move the Little 

Phoenix, and the matrix is basically the same, it’s using the mechanism that’s in the fragment itself. . . 

Make him feel… … As if it had been written by someone else… . . 

——– 

“Wow!” 

Grandpa was sent out after the panic, running around, was caught in the hands of Brother Dog, opened 

his eyes to see Brother Dog immediately after the miserable cry out. 

“It’s really you, Buttface! ! !” 

Brother Dog’s face twitched and he wanted to pull him away in disgust. This hairy egg was covered in 

snot and tears. It was so dirty! 

However, Grandpa hugged brother dog tightly and cried even louder. “Why didn’t you make a move 

earlier? You scared me to death! ! !” 

“I told you to jump a long time ago, but you didn’t believe me. Are you blaming me for being a 

coward?”Brother Dog rolled his eyes at this guy. “If you don’t jump to the point, how am I supposed to 

make a move?” 

“Woo Woo… . Grandpa I’m Scared! !” 



Brother Dog:”…” 

Son of a. . . 

But fortunately, I was not scared to death in the end, and know how to run… . . 

—— — 

That stupid… 

At this time, far away in the debris space, Villafa saw his grandfather disappeared after first stunned, 

then smiled: “I thought it was really a silly bird, it turned out to find the direction of escape…” 

Unlike other people who did not know, Villafa felt that her grandfather seemed to be eager to try staring 

at a certain place at the beginning. She did not pay much attention to it at that time. Now that she saw 

her grandfather directly disappear at that place, she understood that this silly bird had somehow found 

a way to leave this place… … 

She was actually deceived by that silly look. It turned out that he was quite smart… … 

At this moment, Villafa’s heart was filled with complicated emotions. He was somewhat glad that the 

Little Phoenix was able to escape successfully, but he was also somewhat inexplicably disappointed. 

That fellow was really decisive in his escape, leaving him here just like that… 

But… … Thinking about it carefully, the other party did not seem to be that familiar with him. The reason 

why he was disappointed was probably due to the illusion that the other party had inexplicably 

protected him the last time… … 

At that time, the silly bird seemed to be completely instinctive in protecting her when she was 

unconscious. After that, she had learned from Saab that things like the Phoenix were similar to the Rock 

Demon.., sometimes, she would subconsciously protect something close to her. 

At that time, she asked, “I’m not familiar with that silly bird, how did it become something close to 

me?”? 

Saab’s answer was that the Phoenix had absorbed a large amount of energy and its consciousness was in 

a blur. Perhaps it had subconsciously activated its instincts and treated you as something close to it… … 

She did not want to accept that answer, but she did not refute it. 

Now it seemed that Saab was right. When this guy was awake, he had indeed slipped away quite 

quickly… … 

Thinking of this, villafa smiled. What was he thinking? A person like him, in this world… ? Where did so 

many people really want to get close to him? 

———- — 

“Don’t Cry, isn’t it ugly!”Brother Dog impatiently grabbed his grandpa and put him on his shoulder. 

“Let’s go, we still have to find Goudan and the others!” 



“Wait a minute…”the grandfather suddenly sniffed and jumped off Brother Dog’s body. He looked at the 

fragment, which clearly displayed the situation on the battlefield. 

He looked at villafa, who was being stepped on, with a complicated expression. Finally, he said, “Dog, 

can you help me save another person?” 

Brother Dog was stunned. He followed his grandfather’s gaze to look at villafa, and his face immediately 

darkened. “Are you crazy?” 

Chapter 1199: This Stupid Bird… 

“Are you crazy?” 

Brother Dog looked at his grandfather in shock. He had watched those big shots enter the fragment 

world along the way. Each and every one of their abilities were no different from those of the Saiyan 

people. These people were not people that small figures like them should come into contact with at all, 

according to his plan, he would find his grandfather, Goudan, and the others. Then, he would bring 

those aborigines and run far, far away. Avoiding the battlefield of these big shots was the way to go. 

Looking at his grandfather’s serious eyes, brother dog couldn’t help but complain, “With his level, he 

doesn’t need you to save him. Don’t you know what you’re capable of?” 

“Well, you suddenly have a cheat…”his grandfather said with a flattering smile, “Help me. By the way, 

where did you get this cheat?” 

“I don’t know either…”. “…”. Brother Dog shook his head. “It came out of nowhere. You can think of this 

place as a large-scale virtual world, and I just happen to be able to use some of the loopholes in the 

program, but it’s definitely not enough to compete with these big shots. You Asked Me to save that 

woman. If that woman has evil intentions toward us, I’m no different from a weak chicken like you. We 

don’t have much resistance!” 

 

Grandpa:”…” 

You’re the weak one… 

Grandpa turned around and looked into the fragment. 

In order to save her, Safilos had pushed the wind king’s barrier to its limit. The air was filled with wind 

blades that were combined with the ashen flames, forcing away the monsters that were stepping on 

Vera. 

However, Vera’s limbs were all broken, and her spine was also severely injured by the undead. Black 

blood kept oozing out. It was obvious that she was severely corroded, and she could not recover her 

tendons like a normal blood demon. 

She could only lie on the ground. 

The monsters seemed to have grasped villafa’s weakness. They tried to regain control of her a few 

times, shuttling back and forth among the billions of wind blades, and slowly approached her, safilos, 



who had been distracted elsewhere, was also struggling to dodge the attacks. He almost got injured a 

few times, and the situation was precarious. 

Villafa looked up, and her heart was inexplicably complicated. She did not understand why her brother, 

who had always hated her, would risk his life to protect him at this moment. After all, the reason why he 

was able to deal with those fate-level zombies.., was because of a special secret skill. However, the wind 

king’s barrier emphasized on a comprehensive perception of elemental power. It was a method to avoid 

conventional explosive power by merging into the magical realm of the wind. 

The most important part of this method was concentration. If one was multitasking, there was a high 

possibility that they would make a mistake. As for those monsters, especially the power displayed by the 

Black Titan, as long as Safilos was touched.., he would probably be smashed into pieces! 

Why? 

Didn’t he resent her because of his mother’s infidelity? 

Her bloodline was not of the right origin. It was a scandal that the fallen angel royal family was ashamed 

to mention. For the honor of the family, her mother was even executed in public by her mother’s side. 

Her existence was a disgrace to the two great families of the fallen angels, whether it was her father or 

safilos, her big brother, the way they looked at her gave her the feeling that they wanted to drown her. 

She had always been like that since she was young. She was very afraid of her father and her big 

brother. If it wasn’t for the fact that she had accidentally fused with the blood demon’s talent and 

displayed the talent of both races, she would have had a different value, perhaps she would have 

drowned a long time ago? 

But even if she had such a special talent, it wasn’t worth it for this family candidate, the successor of the 

Wind King, to risk his life to save her, right? His value couldn’t be compared to the height of the Seven 

Kings inheritance, right? 

So… Why? 

Lying on the ground, looking at Safilos, who was in a dangerous situation, controlling the wind blades to 

protect her with great difficulty, Vera wanted to ask, but her spine had been cut off, so she couldn’t… It 

was very difficult for her to concentrate her mental strength, so she couldn’t even open her mouth… … 

This balance did not last long… 

It was obvious that Safilos could not multitask under the attack of two life-level zombies. Under the 

increasing pressure, the power of the wind blades on this side began to weaken, the dwarves who had 

been wandering around finally found a gap. 

Looking at the deformed dwarves who crawled in from the thousands of wind blades and approached 

her step by step, Vera had goosebumps all over her body. She desperately wanted to move. 

However, she could not do it. Fear once again struck her heart… 

Many times, she actually thought that it was better for her to die. No one cared about her, and those 

who cared about her often paid a great price for her. For example, her mother died tragically in the 



hands of her family members for her. For example, Uncle Saab was forced to hand over his genes and 

reduce his lifespan for her sake… … 

If it wasn’t for her existence, they might have been able to live a better life… … 

But when death approached, she realized that she was actually afraid of death… … 

Vera’s entire body tensed up as she desperately tried to move. However, her central nervous system 

had been destroyed, causing her to be unable to move no matter how hard she tried. Only her pair of 

eyes flickered with a scarlet radiance, filled with a desire to live! 

This desire seemed to have stimulated the dwarf zombie, making his expression even more ferocious. It 

seemed as if he could not wait to come in and extinguish this breath of life. This desire also stimulated 

grandpa, who was watching everything from the outside. 

Grandpa’s mind instantly exploded. His mind was filled with the desire of the South African girl to live. A 

surge of hot blood surged in his heart, and his body began to expand continuously. His entire hairy ball 

became covered with blue veins, he looked like he was going to explode at any moment. 

Brother Dog was frightened by his appearance. He stuttered, “F * ck… you… What’s wrong with you?” 

“Save her…”the struggling voice came from his grandfather’s mouth, making him look even more 

ferocious. “Save her!” 

This almost angry voice scared brother dog. He subconsciously said, “How can I save her? She needs to 

move to a designated teleportation point like you before I can save her…” 

Grandpa almost did not hesitate to hear the words, directly a head towards the debris into! 

Brother Dog was stunned. He didn’t expect his grandpa to do this. When he realized what was 

happening, he couldn’t stop it. He could only watch his grandpa rush into the debris. He was stunned for 

a few seconds, it was a long time before he said slowly, “You really have balls…” 

———- — 

Was it over? 

Looking at the dwarf who had finally closed in on him, the distorted and terrifying face, villafa slowly 

closed his eyes to cover the unwillingness in his eyes! 

Suddenly, a clear Phoenix cry came from the nine heavens and resounded throughout the entire 

battlefield. In an instant, everyone subconsciously looked towards the voice. 

A Red Lotus Flame soared into the sky and descended in the direction of Vera. 

Vera opened her eyes when she heard the voice. When she opened her eyes, she saw the pair of eyes in 

the flames in the air. The pair of eyes were hot and filled with vitality, and they were filled with 

determination to protect her. 

She had seen this gaze before. The last time, during the explosion, that ignorant phoenix chick also had 

this kind of gaze. Without any reason, it had protected her under its wings. 



This stupid bird… 

Chapter 1200: Bolton’s Trump Card (I) 

This stupid bird… 

Vera looked at the Red Lotus Flame falling from the sky in a daze and felt an inexplicable throb… … 

Although the Little Phoenix, which was still in its fledgling stage, had the talent of divine fire, its power 

was so weak that it was almost like a flame. Not to mention them, even the wind blades floating in the 

air could turn that stupid bird into ashes just by touching it… … 

However, it was precisely because it was so tiny that it did not hesitate to do so, which made Vera feel 

inexplicably touched… … 

“Oh?” 

 

Lord Bolton, who was controlling the Balrog star in the distance, looked at his grandfather with great 

curiosity. 

Previously, he had only thought that this Phoenix had an extremely high bloodline, but now, it clearly 

had a secret that no one knew about. 

Because he could clearly see that whether it was the fire elements that he controlled or the wind 

elements that Safilos controlled, they were all uncontrollably avoiding this phoenix. 

It was very strange… 

As a god Lord, he could feel this very carefully. He could clearly see that the elements that were avoiding 

him were actually elements of this space. The elements of this space that were fused with their 

elemental powers originally had no consciousness, however, at this moment, they started to resist as if 

they were being controlled. Moreover, they were mixed with the abnormal movements of the elements. 

Clearly, only one thing could do such a thing. 

It was Gaia! 

The consciousness of Gaia in a world could control all the elements in this world. Moreover, it was the 

first priority. Moreover, this Phoenix had the help of the consciousness of Gaia behind it! 

When he recalled the situation where he had suddenly disappeared through teleportation, this Phoenix 

had an unknown connection with the emerald dream… 

When he thought of this, Bolton’s eyes flashed. He wanted to grab the other party directly. At the very 

least, he could not let it die in the hands of the surrounding zombies. 

The Dwarf who was about to crush Villafa was also attracted by the Red Lotus Flame that descended 

from the sky. At first, he was slightly stunned. As a zombie, he subconsciously wanted to avoid such a 

high-quality divine flame, however, under the control of the puppeteer, he did not do so. 



His body did not provoke any instinctive resistance. After all, such a small flame was indeed not worth 

mentioning… 

Seeing that the Little Phoenix was getting closer and closer to the dwarf zombie, Bolton knew that if he 

did not make a move now, the other party might crush it like a chick. 

If the puppeteer also understood the difference between the Little Phoenix and himself, it would be 

even more troublesome. 

If this thing related to the emerald dream fell into Andrew’s hands, it would be even harder to deal with 

it… … 

Thinking of this, Burton no longer hesitated. The accumulated huge fire elements quickly gathered and 

countless tiny sparks gathered. Although these sparks were tiny, the light they emitted was extremely 

dazzling, giving people the feeling that they could burn the entire world! 

In the next second, the sky full of sparks gathered. Like Snowflakes, they combined with the surrounding 

strong winds and swept towards the dwarf. Under the control of the Wind King’s barrier, the sparks 

completely burned, bringing with it an incomparably gorgeous appearance, as if it wanted to devour the 

world, this forced the dwarf zombie to retreat almost uncontrollably! 

Burton smiled slightly. There was a weakness of the zombie puppets. It was that they could not 

completely control the minds of the newborn wild beasts. In situations of extreme danger, these 

zombies would often follow their instincts, they would not be able to control their puppeteers. 

This was also the reason why the zombies could not be used on a large scale. This was because these 

things could not be made into death squads. It was too wasteful to take the high-end route. If they took 

the low-end route, they would not be able to form a death squads. This was considered a relatively 

useless direction. 

The federation’s prohibition, coupled with the fact that it didn’t have a high cost-effectiveness ratio, 

meant that this branch was actually very unpopular… 

“Jeer! !” 

Suddenly, the sneering sound that was hidden in the dark rang out once again. An extremely agile black 

shadow suddenly pounced towards the direction where Burton was. 

Without any warning, no one had expected that the strange black shadow would instantly pounce in 

front of Burton. Even Burton himself hadn’t expected this to happen. Almost without any reaction, he 

was grabbed by the black shadow.., it pounced into the distance! 

“Bolton!” 

Safilos was shocked. He wanted to rush to the rescue, but he was instantly stopped by the three 

zombies. He could not advance or retreat. The Wind King’s barrier could avoid the attacks of others by 

relying on passive reactions, the air pressure generated by strength and wind elements would become 

his secret technique to avoid attacks. However, in terms of speed, he was far inferior to these guys. 

Therefore, when he turned the passive into the active, it was not enough… … 



That puppeteer actually hid a zombie in the dark! 

Bolton, who was caught, looked at the other party coldly and said sinisterly, “The timing is really good!” 

First, he used three fate-level zombies to attract the attention. Then, he deliberately revealed his 

identity as a puppeteer, as if he had revealed his trump card. However, he still hid his final killing move 

firmly and waited for the opportunity. 

Bolton did not believe that the other party did not know about the secret of the Phoenix. Otherwise, he 

would not have chosen this opportunity to attack. However, he decisively gave up on the Phoenix and 

attacked himself! 

Bolton glanced at the Phoenix. The Little Phoenix descended from the sky. Because of these changes, it 

came to the side of Vera without any obstruction. With Vera in its mouth, it ran away. It ran away from 

the place where it had disappeared through teleportation. 

However, the guy who caught him did not look at him at all! 

“Stop looking!”The Puppeteer’s voice came from the Black Shadow in front of Bolton, he said hoarsely, 

“I can naturally see that the little guy has a lot of secrets, but what is important is to give and take. Sir 

Andrew has told me to get the God’s body first. Everything else can be moved aside!” 

Sure enough, Bolton narrowed his eyes and watched as the Little Phoenix grabbed Vera and 

disappeared into the teleportation point, but the little guy still did not move. 

“I see…”Bolton looked at the other party, this was the Thunder clan that had been modified. Their 

muscles and meridians had been twisted into a strange jade shape, but this shape was very suitable for 

jumping in a straight line. It was obvious that they wanted to use all their muscle strength to burst out at 

the fastest straight line speed in an instant… 

To be willing to waste a life-level body like this, it had to be said that Andrew was indeed magnanimous. 

As expected of an old undead… 

“Don’t move around…”at this moment, the body had been modified, the centipede-like skeleton on the 

Thunder battle tactic had grabbed Bolton’s colleague and instantly pierced through Bolton’s meridians. 

The secret neurotoxin had instantly infected his body. It was obvious that they were planning to capture 

him alive! 

“A dead body will be compromised!”The puppeteer sneered. 

“This world is really dangerous…”Burton’s tone became gloomy. “If you came here with the purpose of 

killing me just now, I should be… really dead…” 

“Oh?”The puppeteer was stunned, and then he looked at the other party who had been completely 

infected by the neurotoxin with a smile. “You mean that you have a chance to turn the tables if I don’t 

kill you right away?” 

“HMM…”Burton was so paralyzed that he could not even nod his head. However, he still replied, “That’s 

what I mean…” 



In the next second, the purple light in his eyes receded. The golden color that only the dragon clan and 

Titan Royal Clan had appeared! 


